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Metrovision enters US Market with the most advanced perimeter
in the world
Lille, France – Metrovision announces its entry into the US market with
the MonCvONE line of perimeters. The top of the line, MonCvONE Clinical Research
perimeter is the most advanced perimeter in the world. In addition to matching other
perimeters feature for feature, it has 18 additional features like Goldmann perimetry; the
ability to measure at photopic, mesopic and scotopic levels; pupillometry, and binocular
synchronized video imaging to name a few. It is already being used at one of the most
respected research facilities in the US.
Metrovision also announces an agreement with SRD Vision, LLC, Philadelphia, PA to
represent Metrovision in the US. “We are excited to be able to work with an industry
veteran like Ted Newill at SRD Vision,” said Jacques Charlier, CEO and founder. “Ted and I
believe the MonCvONE will fill an important need at institutions and clinics that need a
feature rich perimeter to assist with challenging patients and research subjects.”
“Most US ophthalmologist and researchers are not familiar with Metrovision,” says Ted
Newill, CEO of SRD Vision. “This is a 30-year-old company with instruments placed all over
the world. Jacques and his team emphasize quality manufacturing and customer service.
You can say that every year is a vintage year at Metrovision.”
Metrovision, Lille, France, is a medical instrumentation company that develops,
manufactures and markets specific solutions for measuring visual functions. They specialize
in the design of multi-functional instruments.
SRD Vision, LLC, Philadelphia, PA manufactures and markets the Salzburg Reading Desk
(SRD) The SRD helps eye care professionals assess near, computer and intermediate
reading speed and reading acuity.
For more information about Metrovision in the US, contact:
Jacques Charlier at +33 320171956 or email at jacques.charlier@metrovision.com
Ted Newill at +1 347.321.8518 or email Ted at tnewill@srdvision.com.
Additional information is at www.metrovision.com/usa.html

